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The core numbers that should be the essential basis of any reading are:
* The Life Path Number that is based on your BIRTHDATE

* The Expression Number (sometimes referred to as the Personality Number, Potential Number and
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Article Body:
Mastering numerology is like mastering any other skill. The more you know about the tools you
The core numbers that should be the essential basis of any reading are:
* The Life Path Number that is based on your BIRTHDATE

* The Expression Number (sometimes referred to as the Personality Number, Potential Number and

* The Soul Urge Number (sometimes also called the Soul, Soul Path or Heart’s Desire number) th

* The Destiny Number (sometimes also described as the Inner Dreams, Inner You or Karmic Number

First of all lets look at the divination of the LIFE PATH NUMBER. The Life Path Number is calc

The Life Path Number is perhaps the most commonly requested reading of all of the numerology r

However simply looking just at your Life path number does not constitute what I would call a f

The Life Path Number is the sum of your entire birthday including the year. This number repres

For instance a number Three may be born into this world with enormous talents and charisma but

However, a number three who also has a Soul Urge Number of two (which is about finding true lo

The next core number you will be learning how to calculate in this course is the EXPRESSION NU

The Expression Number is the number that describes all of the talents and personal potential t

Some people are often quite daunted when they first calculate their Expression number as usual
One of the values of performing the Expression Number calculation is that it can be a wake up

Without the fulfillment of the ideals of their Expression number in their lives people often f

Although you may find it difficult to live up to the expectations of your Expression number, t

The SOUL URGE NUMBER is calculated from the VOWELS in your full birth name. The unique interpr

The Soul Urge Number is a very spiritual reading and the value of it’s calculation is that the

The Soul Urge number is often revelatory because it also describes your inner desires as oppos

For instance, a person with a spiritually oriented number 9 Life Path Number could feel rather

As you can see, as we go on describing the function of the four core numbers that the readings

The fourth core number, the KARMIC NUMBER is arrived at through the reduction of the consonant

The Karmic number also possesses the odd quality of describing how others might see you as a f

For instance, a nurturing Life Path number six might strike others as a busybody or interferin
If anything, the Karmic Number can explain why sometimes you feel like you are "damned if you
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